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2000: record of 4 million tourists in Amsterdam
Amsterdam Vision
- Campaign: I Amsterdam
- 15.000 extra hotelbeds

Renovation of the large musea (which made them more attractive)

Developments: 
- Cheap and fast transport: Easyjet, Ryanair, Flixbus
- Sea- and rivercruises
- global growth of national and international tourism

History



Tourism



We did it! 
We managed to get more tourists
2019: 21 million overnight tourists

Results



Results

Nuisance!



Crowdmanagement

Hotelstop

AirBNB legislation and lawsuits

Ban on Beer bike

Control of the use of the canals
- One direction
- Amount of commercial tourboats

Spreading:
Other parts of the City
Visit Amsterdam, See Holland

First measures



COVID and post-COVID



Tiktok rows

Instagram “museum” 
experiences

New Developments



The balance between the influx of tourists and the quality of 
life experienced by residents of Amsterdam, particularly in the 
city centre, is completely disturbed. Groups of tourists that 
only visit the city for alcohol, sex and drugs are a nuisance. In 
a more general sense, the negative effects caused by those 
millions of visitors have resulted in overtourism. Nuisances 
and overtourism are signals that the limit has been reached 
and livability is in danger. Tourists are still welcome but our 
hospitality can no longer be at the detriment of our 
inhabitant’s quality of life and mobility.

Vision on Amsterdam 2050 and other measures
- Less large groups (commercial cruise/coach)
- Less cheap flights, more international train
- Spreading
- Crowd control
- Raise tourist tax
- Campaign “Stay away” (change identity)
- Branching (diversity of shops and local identity)
- Smoking ban joints etc
- Maximum of 20 million overnights

Context
smoking ban jointsmoking ban joint



Red Light District (De Wallen)
Kalverstraat / Nieuwendijk
Railway stations
Area Johan Cruijff Arena 
Events, special days like Kingsday

Crowd management



Red Light District (de Wallen)



Red Light District (de Wallen)



Policy goals crowd management

Safety

Accessibility and
Improving Traffic Flow

Quality and Comfort

preventing and managing unsafe situations

good pedestrian accessibility of public 
functions and good traffic flow in a larger
area around the busy locations

a high-quality public space in which
pedestrians feel welcome, safe and
comfortable



Walking routes

Points of choice:
1. Centraal Station - Stationsplein
2. Dam
3. Koningsplein/Leidseplein
4. Rembrandtplein

Walking routes:
Blue: Damrak – Rokin
Orange: Nieuwendijk – Kalverstraat
Purple: Spuistraat/Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal – Spui – Singel
Yellow: Zeedijk – Nieuwmarkt – Kloveniersburgwal

Alternative routes when big crowds:
Lightblue: Spreading to canals westside
Black: West<>East- connections between walking routes 

why people choose the routes,  every route a theme
(cultural, shopping, fastest route, etc..), or give it a time to
travel..
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Walking routes



Control measures Mick



> 20 million overnights in 2023 predicted

• Changing hotels into apartment buildings
• Less Bed & Breakfasts
• Raise tourist tax
• Keep out foreign license plates (research)

Other / extra measures
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1. Raise tourist tax substantially will prevent tourists coming to Amsterdam? Yes/No   
(10, 25, 50 euro p. night?)

2. Higher tax on transport (EU), specially on flying, will help reduce tourism? Yes/No

3. Reduction of beds in the city, will reduce amount of tourists? Yes/No

4. Ending overtourism is wishfull thinking? Yes/No

5. The measures mainly affect low-income tourists and are therefore not social/just?
Yes/No

Statements


